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AGAINST APION
OR

ON THE ANTIQUITY OF THE JEWS
'

BOOK

I

(1) In my history of our Antiquities, most excellent
Epaphroditus, 1 have, I think, made sumciently clear
to any who may peruse that work the extreme
antiquity of our Jewish race, the purity of the

and the manner in which it established
That
itself in the country which we occupy to-day.
history embraces a period of five thousand years,"
and was written by me in Greek on the basis of our
original stock,

sacred books.

Since, however,

number

siderable

I

of persons,

observe that a coninfluenced by the

malicious calumnies of certain individuals, discredit

the statements in

my

history concerning our an-

tiquity, and adduce as proof of the comparative
modernity of our race the fact that it has not been
thought worthy of mention by the best known Greek
historians, I consider it my duty to devote a brief
in order at once to
treatise to all these points
convict our detractors of malignity and deliberate
falsehood, to correct the ignorance of others, and to
;

"

The same round number

in

A.

i.

13,

163
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the work.

critic?""
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instruct all who desire to know the trutli concerning
the antiquity of our race. As witnesses to
statements I propose to call the writers who, in the
estimation of the Greeks, are the most trustworthy
authorities on antiquity as a whole.
The authors
of scurrilous and mendacious statements about us

my

be shown to be confuted by themselves. I
further endeavour to set out the various
reasons which explain why our nation is mentioned
by a few only of the Greek historians at the same
time I shall bring those authors who have not
neglected our history to the notice of any who either
are, or feign to be, ignorant of them.
(2) My first thought is one of intense astonishment
will

shall

;

The Greek)

at the current opinion that, in the study of primeval wortiw
history, the Greeks alone deserve serious attention, anti-

that the truth should be sought from them, and that
neither we nor any others in the world are to be
trusted.
In my view the very reverse of this is the
case, if, that is to say, we are not to take idle
prejudices as our guide, but to extract the truth
from the facts themselves. For in the Greek world
everything will be found to be modern," and dating,
so to speak, from yesterday or the day before
I
refer to the foundation of their cities, the invention
of the arts, and the compilation of a code of laws
but the most recent, or nearly the most recent, of
all their attainments is care in historical composition.
On the contrary, as is admitted even by themselves,
the Egyptians, the Chaldaeans, and the Phoenicians
for the moment I omit to add our nation to the
:

;

—

Timaeus, 23 b and c, where an Eg-yptian priest discourses to
Solon in similar terms on the modernity of the Greeks. Cf.
Ap. ii. 192, 224 for other parallels to that dialogue.
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—

possess a very ancient and permanent record of
the past. For all these nations inhabit countries
which are least exposed to the ravages of the atmosphere, and they have been very careful to let none
of the events in their history be forgotten, but always
to have them enshrined in official records written by
their greatest sages. The land of Greece, on the
contrary, has experienced countless catastrophes,"
which have obliterated the memory of the past and
as one civilization succeeded another the men of each
epoch believed that the world began with them.
They were late in learning the alphabet and found
for those who would assign the
the lesson difficult
earliest date to its use pride themselves on having
learnt it from the Phoenicians and Cadmus.^ Even
of that date no record, preserved either in temples
or on public monuments, could now be produced
seeing that it is a highly controversial and disputed
question whether even those who took part in the
Trojan campaign so many years later made use of
letters,^ and the true and prevalent view is rather
that they were ignorant of the present-day mode of
writing. Throughout the whole range of Greek
literature no undisputed work is found more ancient
than the poetry of Homer. His date, however, is
clearly later than the Trojan war
and even he,
they say, did not leave his poems in writing. At
first transmitted by memory, the scattered songs
were not united until later
to which circumstance
list

;

;

;

;

;

Allusion to the debated interpretation of the phrase
\vypd, "baneful tokens " (Horn. //. vi. 168) referring
to a message intended to bring about the death of Bellerophon. "The balance of probabihties seems to be in favour
of the view that " the words " denote some kind of alphabetic
or syllabic writing" (Jebb, Homer, 1887, p. 112).
"

(rrj/jLara

;
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the numerous inconsistencies of the work are attributable.'*
Again, the Greeks who [first] essayed to write
history, such as Cadmus of Miletus and Acusilaus of

Argos and any later Avriters who are mentioned, hved
but a short time before the Persian invasion of Greece.
Once more, the first Greek philosophers to treat of
celestial^ and divine subjects, such as Pherecydes
of Syros-, Pythagoras, and Thales, were, as the world
unanimously admits, in their scanty productions the
disciples of the Egyptians and Chaldaeans.
These
are the writings which the Greeks regard as the
oldest of all, and they are sceptical even about their

t>th

cent.

^'^'

authenticity
(3) Surely, then, it is absurd that the Greeks should Discrepanbe so conceited as to think themselves the sole between
possessors of a knowledge of antiquity and the only different
Greek
accurate reporters of its history. Anyone can easily historians.
discover from the historians themselves that their
writings have no basis of sure knowledge, but merely
present the facts as conjectured by individual authors.
More often than not they confute each other in tlieir
works, not hesitating to give the most contradictory
accounts of the same events. It would be superfluous
for me to point out to readers better informed
than myself M'hat discrepancies there are between
Hellanicus and Acusilaus on the genealogies,'^ how
often Acusilaus corrects Hesiod, how the mendacity
of Hellanicus in most of his statements is exposed
by Ephorus,^ that of Ephorus by Timaeus,^ that of
'^

^ Traditions about Greek origins arranged in genealogical
form.
* Pupil of Isocrates, latter half of 4-th cent.
f Circa 352-256 b.c. ;
wrote a voluminous history of
Sicily, his native country, down to 264 b.c. ; nicknamed 'Ettirifxaios, " Fault-finder " ; attacked by Polybius.
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later writers, and that of Herodotus by
everybody." Even on Sicilian history Timaeus did
not condescend to agree with Antiochus,^ Philistus,
there is similar divergence on Attic affairs
or Callias
between the authors of the " Atthides " ^ and on
Argive aifairs between the historians of Argos. What
need, however, to speak of the histories of individual
states and matters of minor importance, when contradictory accounts of the Persian invasion and the
events which accompanied it have been given by
On many points even
writers of the first rank ?
Thucydides is accused of error by some critics, notwithstanding his reputation for writing the most
accurate history of his time.
Reasons for
(4) For such inconsistency many other causes
look
for
them
cared
to
if
one
found
might possibly be
crepancy
for my part, I attach the greatest weight to the two ^J/q^IJI^^*
which I proceed to mention. I will begin with that to keep
which I regard as the more fundamental. The main fecorc^g,
responsibility for the errors of later historians who
aspired to write on antiquity and for the licence
granted to their mendacity rests with the original
neglect of the Greeks to keep official records of
current events. This neglect was not confined to
the lesser Greek states. Even among the Athenians,
who are reputed to be indigenous ^ and devoted to
learning, we find that nothing of the kind existed,
and their most ancient public records are said to be
" e.g.
Manetho {Ap. i. 73), Ctesias, Strabo, pseudo-

Timaeus by

;

-^

;

Plutarch.
^ Of Syracuse, 4th
cent., wrote histories

of Sicily

(to

424 B.C.) and Italy. Philistus and Callias were also Syracusans (4th-3rd cent.).
among
Historical and geographical works on Attica
the authors were Philochorus, Demon, and Ister.
^ " Autochthonous."
171
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bition to appear better informed than the rest of the
world. Surely, then, it should no longer excite
surprise that our nation, so remote from the sea, and
so deliberately living its own life, likewise remained
largely unknown and oJflPered no occasion to historians

to mention

it.

Suppose that we were to presume to dispute
the antiquity of the Greek nation and to base our
contention on the absence of any mention of them in
111
1
n
our literature. Would they not undoubtedly laugh
(IS)

1

1

1

(ii.)

witness

nations
^o the
antiquity of
the Jews,

us to scorn ? They would, I imagine, offer the very
reasons which I have just given for such silence,^
and produce the neighbouring nations as witnesses
to their antiquity. Well, that is just what I shall
endeavour to do. As my principal witnesses I shall
cite the Egyptians and Phoenicians, whose evidence
for the Egyptians, the whole
is quite unimpeachable
race without exception, and among the Phoenicians
the Tyrians, are notoriously our bitterest enemies.
Of the Chaldaeans I could not say the same, because
they are the original ancestors of our race, and this
blood-relationship accounts for the mention which is
made of the Jews in their annals. After producing
the evidence supplied by these nations, I shall then
bring forward those Greek historians who have spoken
of the Jews, in order to deprive our jealous enemies
of even this pretext for controversy.
I (a) Evi(14<) I will beffin with the Effvptian documents.
flence of
"
Manetho
originals
in
we
but
cannot quote from the
the
;

'

.

;

* An Egyptian priest who lived under the first and,
probably, the second of the Ptolemies, "the first Ec:yptian
who gave in the Greek language an account of the doctrines,
wisdom, hii^tory and chronology of his country," based on
Egyptian records his History was divided into three books,
;
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our borders, has nowhere mentioned us in his history.
So widely different were the views of these two men.
One thought us deserving of serious notice the eyes
of the other, through an ill-natured disposition, were
totally blind to the truth.
However, our antiquity
is sufficiently established by the Egyptian, Chaldaean,
and Phoenician records, not to mention the numerous
Greek historians. In addition to those already
cited, Theophilus, Theodotus, Mnaseas, Aristophanes,
Hermogenes, Euhemerus, Conon, Zopyrion,* and,
may be, many more for my reading has not been
exhaustive have made more than a passing allusion
to us. The majority of these authors have misrepresented the facts of our primitive history, because
they have not read our sacred books
but all concur
;

—

—

;

in testifying to our antiquity, and that is the point
with which I am at present concerned. Demetrius
Phalereus,^ the elder Philo, and Eupolemus^ are
exceptional in their approximation to the truth, and
[their errors] may be excused on the ground of their
inability to follow quite accurately the

meaning of

our records.
(24) I have still to deal with one of the topics proposed at the beginning of this work,'^ namely, to

was probably a Samaritan. Mnaseas is mentioned again in
Ap. ii. 112 and A. i. 94. Aristophanes may be the famous
Alexandrian librarian. Euhemerus is celebrated for his
rationalistic explanation of Greek mythology.
^ c. 345-283 B.C.
an Attic orator and afterwards librarian
at Alexandria under Ptolemy I, credited by pseudo-Aristeas
and Josephus {Ap. ii. 46) with having been instrumental in
obtaining a Greek version of the Pentateuch. But he is here
;

probably confused with another Demetrius, a Jewish historian.
" Jewish writers on Biblical subjects of the second cent.
" the elder Philo " an epic poet, Eupolemus a historian.
B.C.
4 f.
;

M§
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fictitious nature of the accusations and (iii.)Caiumuies of the
aspersions cast by certain persons upon our nation, antiand to convict the authors of them out of their own Semites.
mouths. That many others have, through the Similar
animosity of individuals, met with the same fate, is q^ oth^^
a fact of which, I imagine, all habitual readers of nations.
history are aware. Various authors have attempted
to sully the reputation of nations and of the most
illustrious cities, and to revile their forms of government. Theopompus " attacked Athens, Polycrates ^
author of the
Tripoliticus ^
Lacedaemon
the
(who was certainly not, as some suppose, Theo-

expose the

,

1

,

•

,

.

;

pompus) included Thebes in his strictures Timaeus ^
in his histories freely abused these and other states
besides. These critics are most virulent in their
attacks on persons of the highest celebrity, some out
of envy and spite, others in the belief that the novelty
of their language will procure them notoriety. In
;

this expectation

is

they find fools who do not disappoint

by men of sound judgement their depravity
severely condemned.
(25) The libels upon us originated with the

them

;

Egyptians. To gratify them, certain authors underthey misrepresented the
took to distort the facts
circumstances of the entry of our ancestors into
Egypt, and gave an equally false account of their
departure. The Egyptians had many reasons for
^ His Laconica is mentioned t^^ Athenaeus iv. 139 d
doubt-

The
tifg^origi^^-

ators of

;

;

fully identified with a fourth-century Athenian sophist.
" Three states book," also called the " Three« The

headed book " {TpiKcipavos), a pamphlet attacking Athens,
Sparta, and Thebes, put out in the name of Theopompus by
his enemy Anaximenes of Lampsacus, who so successfully
imitated the style of Theopompus as to bring the latter into
universal odium (Pausan. vi. 18. 3).
Nicknamed 'ETTLTifxaios, " fault-finder"; cf. § 16 note.
<*
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hatred and envy. There was the original
grievance of the domination of our ancestors over
their country," and their renewed prosperity when
they had left it and returned to their own land.
Again, the profound contrast betw^een the two cults ^
created bitter animosity, since our religion is as far
removed from that which is in vogue among them as
is the nature of God from that of irrational beasts.
For it is their national custom to regard animals as
gods, and this custom is universal, although there are
local differences in the honours paid to them.^ These
frivolous and utterly senseless specimens of humanity,
accustomed from the first to erroneous ideas about
the gods, were incapable of imitating the solemnity
of our theology, and the sight of our numerous
admirers filled them with envy. Some of them
carried their folly and narrow-mindedness so far that
they did not hesitate to contradict their ancient
chronicles, nay, in the blindness of their passion, they
failed to perceive that in what they wrote they
actually contradicted themselves.
(26) The first writer, on whom I propose to dwell (i.)Cainmat some length, is one whose evidence has already JJInetho
served me a little way back ^ to prove our antiquity
I mean Manetho.
This author, having promised to
translate the history of Egypt from the sacred books,
begins by stating that our ancestors entered Egypt
in their myriads and subdued the inhabitants, and
goes on to admit that they were afterwards driven
out of the country, occupied what is now Judaea,
founded Jerusalem, and built the temple. So far
their

apparently identifies the Hyesos with the ancestors of the

Jews

(§ 103).

*'

Cf. e.g.

**

§

6

Or

" nations."
ii. ^b below.

Juvenal, 8at. xv., and Af.

73.
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In the first volume of this work, my most esteemed Refutation
Epaphroditus, I demonstrated the antiquity of our Semite
race, corroborating my statements by the writings calumnies
of Phoenicians, Chaldaeans, and Egyptians, besides (,>.) apion.
I
citing as witnesses numerous Greek historians
also challenged the statements of Manetho, Chaeremon, and some others. I shall now proceed to refute
the rest of the authors w^ho have attacked us. I am
doubtful, indeed, whether the remarks of Apion " the
grammarian deserve serious refutation. Some of
these resemble the allegations made by others, some
most of
are very indifferent ^ additions of his own
them are pure buffoonery, and, to tell the truth,
display the gross ignorance of their author, a man of
low character and a charlatan to the end of his days.
Yet, since most people are so foolish as to find greater
attraction in such compositions than in works of a
(1)

;

;

Jewish deputation sent from Alexandria to the Emperor,
when he was opposed to Philo, the spokesman of the
An erudite, but
Alexandrian Jews {A. xviii. 257 ff.).
ostentatious, writer, he was best known as an interpreter of
Homer {Ap. ii. 14). He also wrote a History of Egypt in
five books, which included references to the Jews {ib. 10):
whether he wrote a separate work on the Jews is doubtful.
His researches earned for him the nickname of /xoxdos
(labor), his ostentatious parade that of cymbalum mundi,
given him by the Emperor Tiberius.
"

Or

" frigid."

^9S
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charmed by abuse and impatient
incumbent upon me not to pass

over without examination even this author, M'ho has
written an indictment of us formal enough for a court of
law. For I observe, on the other hand, that people in
general also have a habit of being intensely delighted
when one who has been the first to malign another
has his own vices brought home to him. His argument is difficult to summarize and his ineaning to
grasp. But, so far as the extreme disorder and confusion of his lying statements admit of analysis, one
may say that some fall into the same category as
those already investigated, relating to the departure
of our ancestors from Egypt
others form an inof
in Alexandria
the
Jewish
residents
tdictment
while a third class, mixed up with the rest, consists
of accusations against our temple rites and our
ordinances in general.
,
;

;

J

,

,

,

.

(2) That our ancestors neither were Egyptians by
race nor were expelled from that country in consequence of contagious diseases or any similar affliction,
I think I have already given not merely sufficient,
but even superabundant, proof. I propose, however,
In
briefly to mention the details added by Apion.
the third book of his History of Egypt he makes the
following statement

(a)

On

the
^"^"^

E^jlpt!

:

Moses, as I have heard from old people" in on the
Egypt, was a native of Heliopolis,^ who, being sJjnti^^is^'^^
pledged to the customs of his country, erected erected hy
Moses of
1,
prayer-houses,
the air,
the various Heiiopoiis.
open Xto xi,
•

m
•

4-1

•

" So Josephus interprets below; possibly Apion meant
" the elders " (in official sense).
" So Manetho, of Osarsiph, Ap. i. 238.
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such
of the city, all facing eastwards
place
In
being the orientation also of Heliopolis.
of obelisks^ he set up pillars, beneath which was
and the shadow cast on this
a model of a boat ^
^
basin by the statue described'a circle corresponding to the course of the sun in the heavens."
precincts

^

;

;

Such is the grammarian's amazing statement. Its
it is
mendacious character needs no comment
exposed by the facts. When Moses built the first
tabernacle for God, he neither placed in it himself,
nor instructed his successors to make, any graven
imagery of this kind. When Solomon, later on,
built the temple at Jerusalem, he too refrained from
any curiosities of art such as Apion has conceived.
He tells us that he heard from " old people " that
Moses was a Heliopolitan. Obviously, as a junior,
he believed what he was told by men old enough to
Literary
have known and associated with him ^
critic as he was, he could not positively have stated
what was the birthplace of the poet Homer ,^ or even
of Pythagoras,^ who lived, one may say, but the
other day. But when asked about Moses, who preceded them by such a vast number of years, he, on
the strength of the old men's report, answers with
an assurance which proclaims him a liar.
;

!

" Apion
« Reinach aptly compares Athen. i. § 29 (p. 161)
the Alexandrian says that he heard from Cteson of Ithaca
the nature of the game of draughts played by the suitors
(of Penelope)."
" Smyrna, Rhodos, Colophon,
^ Cf.
the old distich
Salamis, Chios, Argos, Athenae, Orbis de patria certat,
Homere, tua."
» Variously described as a Samian, Tyrrhenian, Syrian
(? native of Syros), or Tyrian (Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 14,
§ 62, quoted by Reinach).
:

:

|
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and Arabia, remained in concealment there for forty
days, and then descended and gave the Jews their
laws.
However could the same body of men stay
forty days in a desert and waterless region, and yet
cover the whole distance to their destination in six
days ? The grammarian's distortion of the word
" sabbath " betrays either gross impudence or shocking ignorance
there is a wide difference between
sahho and sahhaton. Sahhaton in the Jews' language
denotes cessation from all work, while sahbo among
the Egyptians signifies, as he states, disease of the
;

\

groin.

Such are some of the novel features which the on the
Egyptian Apion, improving upon other authors, has o^^^^f^'^fV,
introduced into the story of Moses and the departure Jewish race,
of the Jews from Egypt. That he should lie about
our ancestors and assert that they were Egyptians
by race is by no means surprising. He told a lie
which was the reverse of this one about himself.
Born in the Egyptian oasis,^ more Egyptian than
them all, as one might say, he disowned his true
country and falsely claimed to be an Alexandrian,
thereby admitting the ignominy of his race. It is
therefore natural that he should call persons whom
he detests and wishes to abuse Egyptians. Had he
not had the meanest opinion of natives of Egypt, he
would never have turned his back on his own nation.
Patriots are proud to bear their country's name, and
denounce those who lay unjust claim to the title of
In their relation to us, Egyptians are
citizens.
(3)

"

The Great

Oasis, in upper

Egypt

{cf.

§41), west of

Thebes.
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swayed by one of two feelings
either they feign
to be our kinsmen in order to gain prestige, or else
they drag us into their ranks to share their bad
reputation. The noble Apion's calumny upon us is
:

,-

apparently designed as a sort of return to the Alexandrians for the rights of citizenship which they
bestowed upon him. Knowing their hatred of their
Jewish neighbours in Alexandria, he has made it his
aim to vilify the latter, and has included all the rest of
the Jews in his condemnation. In both these attacks
he shows himself an impudent liar.

/ (i) Let us investigate the grave and shocking (5) Apion's
/charges which he has brought against the Jewish J^^l^^gJ^^j"^
^residents in Alexandria. " They came," he says," from 'ews of
Syria and settled by a sea without a harbour, close
beside the spot where the waves break on the beach."
Well, if fault is to be found with the locality, he is
stigmatizing, I do not say his native place, but what
he professes to be his native place, Alexandria.
For the sea-board forms part of the city, and is, by

universal consent, its finest residential quarter." If
the Jews owed their occupation and subsequent undisturbed tenure of this quarter to force of arms,
that is a proof of their valour. In fact, however, it
was presented to them as their residence by Alexander, and they obtained privileges on a par with
those of the Macedonians.^ (I do not know what
Apion would have said if the Jews had been quartered
^ From other passages in Josephus it would appear that
the Alexandrian Jews owed their separate quarters and their
privilege of laoTroXiTeia to Ptolemy Soter, rather than to
Alexander. Cf. B. ii. 487 f. (a " place of their own " is
given by the Diadoclii), A. xii. 8 {iaowoXiTela by Ptolemy

Soter).

VOL.
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neighbourhood not of the palace, but of the
necropohs !) "
Down to the present time their local
tribe bore the name of " Macedonians."
If Apion
had read the letters ^ of King Alexander and of
Ptolemy, son of Lagus, if he had set eyes on the
papers of their successors on the throne of Egypt, or
the slab ^ which stands in Alexandria, recording the
rights bestowed upon the Jews by Caesar the Great
if, I say, he knew these documents and yet had the
face to contradict them in what he wrote, he was a
knave if he had no knowledge of them, an ignorant
in the

;

;

fool.

His astonishment at the idea of Jews being called
Alexandrians betrays similar stupidity. All persons
invited to join a colony, however diiferent their
nationality, take the name of the founders.
It is
needless to go outside our race for instances. Our
Jewish residents in Antioch are called Antiochenes,
having been granted rights of citizenship by its
founder, Seleucus.^ Similarly, those at Ephesus and
throughout the rest of Ionia bear the same name as
the indigenous citizens, a right which they received

from Alexander's successors.^ Have not the Romans,
in their generosity, imparted their name to wellnigh all mankind, not to individuals only, but to
great nations as a whole ? Thus those who were
possibly " orders."

^

Or

''

Greek

stele

;

cf.

A.

xiv. 188.

Seleucus I Nicator, founder of the Seleiicid dynast)^
the rights of the Antiochene Jews were,
Cf. A. xii. 119
when Titus visited the citv, inscribed on bronze tables
^

;

(B.

110).
precisely, as stated in
Antiochus II Tlieos (362-246 b.c.) ;
(ed. 3), iii. 81 note.
«

vii.

More

A.

xii.
125, from
see Schiirer, G.J.V.
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once Iberians,* Tyrrhenians, Sabines are

now

called

Romans. If Apion disallows this class of citizenship,
let him cease to call himself an Alexandrian.
Born,
as I have already mentioned,^ in the depths of
Eg3^pt, how can he be an Alexandrian, if, as he
claims in our case, honorary rights of citizenship are
to be ruled out ?
Indeed, Egyptians are the only

people to

whom

the

Romans, now

universe, have refused
rights whatever.^
Yet

lords

of the

to any citizen
displays such noble

admission

Apion

generosity as to claim for himself privileges from
which he was debarred, while he undertakes to
calumniate those who have fairly obtained them.
For it was not lack of inhabitants to people the Privileges
city, whose foundation he had so much at heart, that on^them^y
led Alexander to asseixible in it a colony of our nation. Alexander
This privilege he conferred on our people, after successive
careful and thorough scrutiny, as a reward of valour Ptolemies.
and fidelity. The honour in which he held our nation
may be illustrated by the statement of Hecataeus
that, in recognition of the consideration and loyalty
shown to him by the Jews, he added to their territory
the district of Samaria free of tribute.'^ Alexander's
opinion of the Jews of Alexandria was shared by
Ptolemy, son of Lagus. He entrusted the fortresses
the citizenship of Alexandria, a privilege rarely accorded
(Pliny to Trajan, Ep. vi., with Trajan's reply, Ep. vii.) ;
{2} that they were ineligible for admission to the Senate.
Reinach, in loc. ; cf. Mommsen, Provinces, ii. 241 f.
This statement (? of pseudo-Hecataeus) is certainly
exaggerated, and perhaps an anachronism. Three small
districts of Samaria (not the whole country) were ceded
to the Jews, free of tribute, by Demetrius II c. 145 b.c.
(1 Mace. xi. 34 ; cf. x. 30, 38) ; but the language of 1 Mace.
suggests that Demetrius may have been confirming some
concession of earlier date.
'^
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heads, the testimonials given under
Alexander and under all the Ptolemies, with those
emanating from the senate and the most distinguished Roman emperors." If Germanicus was
respective

unable to distribute corn to all the inhabitants of
Alexandria,^ that merely proves a barren year and
a dearth of corn, and cannot be made an accusation
For the opinion which all the
against the Jews.
emperors have held of the Jewish residents in Alexandria is notorious. The administration of the corn
supplies has, indeed, been withdrawn from them, as
but the most
from the rest of the Alexandrians
signal mark of the confidence reposed in them by
the former kings, I mean the charge of the river and
of the entire province (?), has been preserved to them
by the emperors, who regarded them as not unworthy
of such a trust.
'•
But," Apion persists, " why, then, if they are Jewish
(6)
citizens, do they not worship the same gods as the ^vOTshiV^
Alexandrians ? " To which I reply " Why do you, Egyptian
on your side, though Egyptians, wage with one ^
another bitter and implacable war on the subject of
Indeed, is not the reason why we
religion ? " ^
refuse to call you all Egyptians, or even collectively
men, because you worship and breed with so much
care animals that are hostile to humanity ? We, on
the other hand, obviously form a single and united
Wide, however, as may be these differences
race.^
of opinion among your natives of Egypt, why should
you be surprised at the allegiance to their original
religious laws of a people who came to Alexandria
from another country ?
;

'^

:

«

The

text

and meaning of this

section are doubtful.
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He further accuses us of fomenting sedition. Jews
But, if it be granted that he is justified in of cSng
bringing this accusation against the Jews of sedition.
Alexandria, why then does he make a grievance
against the Jews at large of the notorious concord
of our race ?
Moreover, the real promoters of
sedition, as

anyone can discover, have been

citizens

of Alexandria of the type of Apion. The Greeks
and Macedonians, so long as the citizenship was confined to them, never rose against us, but left us free
to enjoy our ancient worship.
But when, owing to
the prevailing disorders, their numbers were swelled
by a host of Egyptians, sedition became chronic.
Our race, on the contrary, remained unadulterated.
It is they, then, w^ho originated these disturbances,
because the populace, possessing neither the Macedonian's strength of character nor the Greek's
sagacity, universally adopted the evil habits of the
Egyptians and indulged their long-standing hatred
of us.
The reproach which they dare to cast at us is
applicable, on the contrary, to them. The majority
of them hold their position as citizens of Alexandria
under no regular title
yet they call those who
notoriously obtained this privilege from the proper
authorities " aliens "
Not a single king, it appears,
not a single emperor in our times, ever conferred
citizen rights upon Egyptians."
We, on the contrary,
owe our position in the city to Alexander, our
privileges were extended by the kings, and those
privileges the Romans have been pleased to safeguard
for all time.
Apion has consequently attempted to denounce
;

!

«

VOL.

I

Cf.

§

41 with note.

Y
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^ us on the ground that we do not erect statues of the We

do not

As if they were ignorant of the fact or statues
needed Apion to defend them
He should rather of the
have admired the magnanimity and moderation of but'pay^'
the Romans in not requiring; their subjects to violate them
DGCXlllSr
emperors.

!

\

I

"'

their national laws, and being content to accept such
honours as the religious and legal obligations of the
donors permit them to pay. They are not grateful
for honours conferred under compulsion and conThe Greeks, with some other nations, think
straint.
they delight in depicting
it right to make statues
:

the portraits of parents, wives, and children
some
even obtain likenesses of persons totally unconnected
with them, others do the same for favourite slaves.
What wonder, then, to find them rendering this
honour to their emperors and masters as well ? On
the other hand, our legislator, not in order to put, as
it were, a prophetic veto upon honours paid to the
Roman authority, but out of contempt for a practice
profitable to neither God nor man, forbade the
making of images, alike of any living creature, and
much niore of God, who, as is shown later on,^ is not
/a creature. He did not, however, forbid the pay/ ment of homage of another sort, secondary to that
paid to God, to worthy men
such honours we do
I
upon
the
emperors
and
confer
the
people of Rome.
[
For them we offer perpetual sacrifices and not only
do we perform these ceremonies daily,'' at the expense of the whole Jewish community,^ but, while we
offer no other victims in our corporate capacity, even
;

;

'"

;

Twice daily, according to B. ii. 197.
From Philo, Leg. ad Caium, § 157, it appears that these
sacrifices were originallv instituted by the emperor at his own
expense.
Cf. Schurer, G.J. V., ed. 3, ii. 303 (E.T. div. ii. vol.
"

'^

i.

303).
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jointly accord to the

emperors alone this signal honour which we pay to
no other individual. I have now given, I think, a comprehensive and sufficient reply to Apion's remarks
on the subject of Alexandria.
(7)
^1^

I

am

no

less

amazed

Til.
who supplied
hmi
-

at the proceedings of the
.1-1.^
with his materials, 1 mean

-IT

(^) Caium^^'^^ about

authors
the temple
Posidonius^ and Apollonius Molon.^
On the one '^^^^^^^
hand they charge us with not worshipping the same
gods as other people on the other, they tell lies and
invent absurd calumnies about our temple, without
showing any consciousness of impiety. Yet to highminded men nothing is more disgraceful than a lie,
of any description, but above all on the subject of a
temple of world-wide fame and commanding sanctity.
Within this sanctuary Apion has the effrontery to Ridiculous
assert that the Jews kept an ass's head,^ worshipping worsiiipor
that animal and deeming it worthy of the deepest an ass's
reverence
the fact was disclosed, he maintains, on
the occasion of the spoliation of the temple by
Antiochus Epiphanes,-^ when the head, made of gold c. i70 b.c,
and worth a high price, was discovered. On this I
will first remark that, even if we did possess any
such object, an Egyptian should be the last person
for an ass is no worse than the
to reproach us
cats ^ (?), he-goats, and other creatures which in his
;

^'

;

;

wilderness, whence the Jews effigiem animalis quo monstrante erroreni sitimque depulerant penetraU sacravere. Diodorus (xxxiv. frag.) states that Ant. Epiphanes found in the
temple a statue of a bearded man ( = Moses) seated on an
ass.
The charge of ass-worship was afterwards transferred
to the Christians (Tertull. Apol. 16).
^ Cf. A. xii. V. 4 (where no mention is made of the ass's
head).

furonibus (word elsewhere unknown).
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country rank as gods. Next, how did it escape him
that the facts convict him of telHng an incredible
lie ?
Throughout our history we have kept the
same laws, to which we are eternally faithful. Yet,
notwithstanding the various calamities which our
city, like others, has undergone, when the temple
was occupied by successive conquerors, [Antiochus]
the Pious, Pompey the Great, Licinius Crassus,^ and
most recently Titus Caesar, they found there nothing
of the kind, but the purest type of religion, the
secrets of which we may not reveal to aliens.^ That
the raid of Antiochus [Epiphanes] on the temple was
iniquitous, that it was impecuniosity which drove

him to invade it, when he was not an open enemy,
that he attacked us, his alUes and friends, and that
he found there nothing to deserve ridicule
these
facts are attested by many sober historians. Polybius
of Megalopolis, Strabo the Cappadocian, Nicolas of
Damascus, Timagenes,^ Castor the chronicler,^ and
Apollodorus ^ all assert that it was impecuniosity
which induced Antiochus, in violation of his treaties
with the Jews, to plunder the temple with its stores
of gold and silver. There is the evidence which
Apion should have considered, had he not himself
been gifted with the mind of an ass and the impudence
of the dog, which his countrymen are wont to worship.
An outsider can make no sense of his lies.^ We Jews
attribute no honour or virtue to asses, such as is
that case translate: " of which we have no secrets to conceal
from aliens."
" Historian of 1st cent. b.c.
Josephus knew his work at
second hand through Strabo.
^ Ap. i. 184.
* 2nd cent. b.c.
author of Chronica and of the best ancient
work on Greek mythology.
;

;

;

^

Meaning doubtful

;

I

take extrinsecus as = <rw> ^^wOeu.
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ascribed to crocodiles and asps by Egyptians, who
regard persons bitten by a viper or mauled by a
crocodile as blessed souls found worthy of God. With
us, as with other sensible people, asses are beasts
that carry loads on their backs, and if they invade
our threshing-floors and eat the corn, or stop short
on the road, they are soundly beaten, as humble
ministers for labour and agriculture. Either Apion
was the greatest blockhead as a writer of fiction, or,
to say the least, he could draw no just conclusion
from such facts as he had to start from " for every
one of his calumnies upon us is a failure.
(8) He adds a second story, of Greek oriffin,^
o
which is a malicious slander upon us from beginning
to end.
On this it will suffice to remark that persons
who venture upon religious topics ought to be aware
that there is less profanity in violating the precincts
of a temple than in calumniating its priests. But
these authors are more concerned to uphold a sacrilegious king than to give a fair and veracious description of our rites and temple.
In their anxiety to
defend Antiochus and to cover up the perfidy and
sacrilege practised upon our nation under pressure
of an empty exchequer, they have further invented,
to discredit us, the fictitious story whicli follows.
Apion, who is here the spokesman of others, asserts
;

.
'

*^

that

''

:—

Antiochus found in the temple a couch, on which
reclining, with a table before him laden
with a banquet offish of the sea, beasts of the earth,
and birds of the air, at which the poor fellow ^ Mas
gazing in stupefaction. The king's entry was
instantly hailed by him with adoration, as about
to procure him profound relief; falling at the
a

man was
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king's knees, he stretched out his right hand and
implored him to set Iiim free. The king reassured
him and bade him tell him who he was, why he

was living there, what was the meaning of his
abundant fare. Thereupon, with sighs and tears,
the man, in a pitiful tone, told the tale of his
distress.
He said that he was a Greek and that,
while travelling about the province for his livelihood, he was suddenly kidnapped by men of a
foreign race and conveyed to the temple ; there
he was shut up and seen by nobody, but was
fattened on feasts of the most lavish description.
At first these unlooked for attentions deceived
him and caused him pleasure suspicion followed,
then consternation. Finally, on consulting the
attendants who waited upon him, he heard of the
unutterable law of the Jews, for the sake of which
he was being fed. The practice was repeated
annually at a fixed season. They would kidnap a
Greek foreigner, fatten him up for a year, and then
convey him to a wood, where they slew him,
;

sacrificed his body with their customary ritual,
partook of his flesh," and, while immolating the
Greek, swore an oath of hostility to the Greeks.
The remains of their victim were then thrown into
a pit. The man (Apion continues) stated that he
had now but a few days left to live, and implored
the king, out of respect for the gods of Greece, to
defeat this Jewish plot upon his life-blood and to
deliver him from his miserable predicament.

A tale of this kind is not merely packed with all
it is also replete with the
the horrors of a tragedy
;

"

Lat. uiscera

:

i.e. all

except skin, bones and blood.
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cruelty of impudence. It does not, for all that,
acquit Antiochus of sacrilege, as its obsequious
authors imagined. He suspected nothing of the
sort when he invaded the temple
the discovery
admittedly surprised him. His iniquity, impiety,
and godlessness were, therefore, none the less
gratuitous, however many lies may be told about him.
These reveal their character on their face. Greeks,
as is well known, are not the only people with whom
our laws come into conflict
those principally so
affected are Egyptians and many others.
Is there
one of these nations whose citizens have not happened
at some time or other to visit our country ?
\^'hy
should Greeks be the only objects of our periodically repeated conspiracy and bloodthirsty assault ?
Again, how is it conceivable that all Jews should
assemble to partake of these victims, and that the
flesh of one should suffice for so many thousand
participants, as Apion asserts ? ^
Why in the v, orld
after discovering this man, whoever he was (his name
is not given in the story), did not the king convey
him in triumph to his country, when by so doing he
might have gained a reputation for piety and rare

its

character^

;

;

devotion to the Greeks, and encountered Jewish
hatred with the powerful support of public opinion }
But I refrain to pursue these inquiries
fools must
be refuted, not by argument, but by facts.
All who ever saw our temple are aware of the
general design of the building, and the inviolable
barriers which preserved its sanctity.
It had four
surrounding courts, each with its special statutory
restrictions.
The outer court was open to all,
foreigners included
women during their impurity
;

;

»

Not

£^s

reported above.
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cubits high and twenty broad ,^ all gilded and almost
entirely covered with, plates of wrought gold ^ it took
no fewer than 200 ^ men to close them every day, and
;

was forbidden to leave them open. Our lamppresume, had no difficulty in opening them
by himself and making off with the pack-ass's head.
But did he return it to us, or was it Apion who recovered and reinstated it in the temple for Antiochus
to find, in order to provide him with a second good
it

carrier, I

story

?

he attributes to us an imaginary oath,
and would have it appear that we swear by the God
who made heaven and earth and sea to show no goodwill to a single alien, above all to Greeks.
Having
once started false accusations, he should have said,
" show no goodwill to a single alien, above all to
Egyptians "
for then this reference to the oath
would have been in keeping with his original fiction,
if,
as we are given to understand, the cause of
the expulsion of our forefathers by their Egyptian
" kinsmen " was not their malice, but their misfortunes.
From the Greeks we are severed more
by our geographical position than by our institutions,
with the result that we neither hate nor envy them.
On the contrary, many of them have agreed to adopt
our laws
of whom some have remained faithful,
while others, lacking the necessary endurance, have
again seceded.^ Of these not one has ever said that
(10) Then'^

;

;

corrects the figure here to twenty ; but Josephus may mean
that separate gangs of twenty men each were employed to
close the ten gates of the temple.
^ Reinach transfers this paragraph (§§ 121-124), which
opens abruptly, to the end of § 99 above, where it seems more
in place.
Cf. Tac. Hist. v. 5, " adversus omnes alios hostile

odium."

«

Cf.

M
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he had heard the oath in question pronounced by any
of us. Apion is apparently the only man who has
heard it, for the good reason that he invented it.
(11) In the argument to which I now proceed
Apion's extraordinary sagacity is most astonisliing.
P' A clear proof, according to him, that our laws are
unjust and our religious ceremonies erroneous is that
we are not masters of an empire, but rather the
slaves, first of one nation, then of another, and that
calamity has more than once befallen our city. As
if his fellow-countrymen from time immemorial had
been the masters of a sovereign state, and had never
it was to serve the Romans
On
such a lofty claim might be tolerated.
For the rest of the world, there is not a man who
would not admit that tliis argument of Apion closely
touches himself. It has been the lot of few, by
waiting on opportunity, to gain an empire, and even
they have, through the vicissitudes of fortune, been
reduced once more to servitude beneath a foreign
most races have frequently had to submit to
yoke
others. The Egyptians alone, so at seems, because
the gods, according to their account, took refuge in
their country and saved themselves by assuming the
forms of wild animals,^ gained the exceptional
privilege of never being the slaves of any of the
conquerors of Asia or Europe the Egyptians, who
have never, since the world began, had a day of
liberty, even from their domestic masters
For
the rough handling which they received from the
Persians, who not once but on many occasions sacked

known what

Roman

!

lips

;

—

!

«
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by reason of their fidelity, remained their
and friends.
(12) " But " (urges Apion) we " have not produced
any geniuses, for example, inventors in arts and
^
crafts or eminent sages."
He enumerates Socrates,
o
Zeno, Cleanthes,^ and others of that calibre
and
then most astounding master-stroke adds his own
name to the list, and felicitates Alexandria on
possessing such a citizen
Indeed he needed this
alone,
allies

<,

^

—

;

—

Argument
have pro^^"ced no
HIGH oi
genius.

!

testimonial from himself ; for the rest of the world
took him for a low charlatan, whose life was as
dissolute as his language, insomuch that Alexandria
might fairly be pitied if she prided herself upon him.
Our own famous men, who are entitled to rank with
the highest, are familiar to readers of my Antiquities.
(13) The remaining: counts in his indictment had
better perhaps have remained unanswered, so that
Apion might be left to act as his own and his countryTT
J
r
-n
men s accuser.
He denounces
us tor sacrincing
domestic animals and for not eating pork, and he
derides the practice of circumcision. Well, the custom
of slaughtering domestic animals we share with the
rest of mankind
and Apion, by criticizing those who
No Greek or
practise it, betrays liis Egyptian birth.
,

.

•

;

Macedonian would have been moved

to indignation.

Their nations, indeed, vow sacrifices of hecatombs
to the gods,'' and make a feast off the victims yet this
has not had the result, apprehended by Apion, of leav;

A charge repeated by Apollonius Molon, § 148 below.
Cleanthes in 263 b.c. succeeded Zeno as head of the
Stoic school, founded by the latter.
"
Cf. Horn. Od. xvii. 50.
"
^

*

ed. pr.

:

Tjfxerepoop

L

Lat.
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on the other hand,

mankind had adopted Egyptian customs, the world
would have been left without human beings, and
been overrun with those wildest of beasts, wliich
they sedulously rear in the belief that they are gods.
Again, had Apion been asked who, in liis opinion,
were the wisest and most god-fearing of all the
Egyptians, he would undoubtedly have made the
admission,

" the

priests "

;

for

they,

as

is

said,

two commissions from royalty
divine worsliip and the charge of learning. But all
those priests are circumcised, and all abstain from
swine's flesh.^ Even among the rest of the Egyptians
originally received

there

is

not a

man who

:

sacrifices

a pig to the gods.

Was, then, Apion's mind blinded when, in the interest
of the Egyptians, he undertook to revile us and
actually condemned them ?
For not only do they
the customs which he abuses, but, as
Herodotus has informed us,^ they have taught
others to adopt circumcision.
I cannot, therefore, but regard the penalty which
Apion paid for maligning his country's laws as just
and appropriate. An ulcer on his person rendered
circumcision essential ; the operation brought no
relief, gangrene set in, and he died in terrible
tortures.
A wise man's duty is to be scrupulously
practise

and to
from abuse of those of others. Apion was a
defaulter to his country's laws and told lies about
ours.
Such was his end, and here let me bring my
remarks [upon him] to a close.
faithful to the religious laws of his country,

refrain

On

the Egyptians' practice of circumcision see Herod,
on their abstinence from pork, except on certain
occasions, ib. ii. 47.
^ Herod, ii. 104 (quoted in A}), i. 169).
^

ii.

37, 104

;
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however, that Apollonius Molon,
.1
r
others, partly irom ignorance,
and1.1
mainly from ill will, have made reflections, which are
AT
neither just nor true, upon our lawgiver Moses and
his code, maligning the one as a charlatan and
impostor, and asserting that from the other we
receive lessons in vice and none in virtue, I desire
(14) Seeinff,

•

Lrysmiachus,
•

•

1

•

1

T

to give, to the best of my ability, a brief account of
our constitution as a whole and of its details. From
tliis, I think, it will be apparent that we possess a
code excellently designed to promote piety, friendly
relations with each other, and hmiianity towards the
world at large, besides justice, hardihood, and contempt of death. And I beg any into whose hands

these pages may fall to read them without bias."
object is not to compose a panegyric upon our
nation
but I consider that, in reply to the numerous
false accusations which are brought against us, the
fairest defence which we can offer is to be found in
the laws which govern our daily life. I adopt this
line the more readily because Apollonius, unlike
Apion, has not grouped his accusations together, but
scattered them here and there all over his work, reviling us in one place as atheists and misanthropes,
in another reproaching us as cowards, whereas elsewhere, on the contrary, he accuses us of temerity
and reckless madness. He adds that we are the
most witless of all barbarians, and are consequently
the only people who have contributed no useful invention to civilization. All this tirade will, I think,
be clearly refuted, if it be shown that the precepts

My

;

«
^
^

dia

.

.

eirel Be

Or "jealousy."

Dindorf after Lat.

(Tvyypacprjs ed. pr.

:
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:
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of our laws, punctiliously practised in our lives, are
in direct conflict Avith the

above description.

If I

may be

forced to allude to legislation of a contrary
nature in vogue elsewhere, the blame must rest with
those who claim that our laws are, by comparison,

own. These critics will, I think,
have no excuse in future for denying either that we
possess these laws, the most salient of which I propose
to cite, or that we are the most law-abiding of all the
inferior to their

nations.

(15) Resuming, then, after this slight digression, I Law versus
essne&s.
would begin with the remark that persons who have ^^^
espoused the cause of order and law one law for
all
and been the first to introduce them, may fairly
be admitted to be more civilized and virtuously disposed than those who lead lawless and disorderly

—

—

In fact, each nation endeavours to trace its
back to the remotest date, in order
to create the impression that, far from imitating
others, it has been the one to set its neighbours an
example of orderly life under law. That being so,
the virtue of a legislator is to have insight to see
what is best, and to win over to the laws which he
introduces those who are to live under them
the
virtue of the masses is loyally to abide by the laws
adopted and, in prosperity or in adversity, to make
lives.

own

institutions

;

no change

in them.
maintain that our legislator

the most ^o^es the
most
ancient of all legislators in the records of the whole ancient of
world. Compared with him, your Lycurguses and legislators.
Solons, and Zaleucus, who gave the Locrians their ^33^5^58 b.'c.
laws, and all who are held in such high esteem by c. eeo e.g.

Now,

VOL.
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the Greeks appear to have been born but yesterday.
Why, the very word " law " was unknown in ancient
Greece. Witness Homer, who nowhere employs it

poems. ^ In fact, there was no such thing in
day the masses were governed by maxims not
clearly defined and by the orders of royalty, and
in his
his

;

continued long afterwards the use of unwritten
customs, many of which were from time to time
altered to suit particular circumstances. On the
other hand, our legislator, who lived in the remotest
past (that, I presume, is admitted even by our most
unscrupulous detractors),^ proved himself the people's
best guide and counsellor
and after framing a code
to embrace the whole conduct of their life, induced
them to accept it, and secured, on the firmest footing,
its observance for all time.
(16) Let us consider his first magnificent achieve- The work of
ment. When our ancestors decided to leave Egypt generafand
and return to their native land, it was he who took as religious
command of all those myriads and brought them
safely through a host of formidable difficulties.
For
they had to traverse a vast, waterless and sandy
desert, to defeat their eneraies, and to protect their
wives, their children and their chattels while engaged
in battle. Throughout all this he proved the best of
generals, the sagest of counsellors, and the most
conscientious of guardians. He succeeded in making
the whole people dependent upon himself, and,
;

" The word
older terms
vbiios appears first in Hesiod
were de/uLcares (Homer) and dea/noi, " ordinances."
^ Apion, however, brought his date down to the eighth
century (§ 17).
;
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having secured their obedience in all things, he did
not use his influence for any personal aggrandizement. No at the very moment when leading men
assume absolute and despotic power and accustom
their subjects to a hfe of extreme lawlessness, he,
on the contrary, having reached that commanding
position, considered it incumbent on him to live
piously and to provide for his people an abundance
of good laws, in the beUef that this was the best
means of displaying his own virtue and of ensuring
the lasting welfare of those who had made him their
leader. With such noble aspirations a.nd such a
record of successful achievements, he had good
reason for thinking that he had God for his guide
and counsellor. Having first persuaded himself
that God's will governed all his actions and all his
thoughts, he regarded it as his primary duty to
impress that idea upon the community
for to those
who believe that their lives are under the eye of God
all sin is intolerable.
no
Such was our legislator
;

;

;

charlatan or impostor, as slanderers unjustly call
him, but one such as the Greeks boast of having had
in Minos'* and later legislators.
For among these
some attributed their laws to Zeus, others traced
them to Apollo and his oracle at Delphi,^ either
believing this to be the fact, or hoping in this way to
facilitate their acceptance.
But the question, who
most
successful
legislator,
and who attained
was the
to the truest conception of God, may be answered
^^

^

''

^

Reputed king and legislator of Crete.
" others," e.g. Lycurgus.
e.g. Minos

" Some,"

;

avTOV ed. pr. with Lat.

jxer

Text emended by Niese

;

/xeTO. raura L.
that of the ms.
:

is

corrupt and

glossed.
^

TTJs

dLKatoTdrris

Eus.

:

rls 6 dLKo.ioTaTa

L

Lat.
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by contrasting the laws themselves with those of
others, and to these I must now turn.
There is endless variety in the details of the
customs and laws which prevail in the world at large,
To give but a summary enumeration some peoples
have entrusted the supreme political power to

Hisconsti-

"theo^racy."

:

monarchies, others to oligarchies, yet others to the
masses. Our lawgiver, however, was attracted by
none of these forms of polity, but gave to his constitution the form of what^if a forced expression be
permitted—may be termed a " theocracy," " placing
all sovereignty and authority in the hands of God.
To Him he persuaded all to look, as the author of
all blessings, both those which are common to all
mankind, and those which they had won for themHe
selves by prayer in the crises of their history.
secret
no
action,
convinced them that no single
thought, could be hid from Him. He represented
Hini as One, uncreated^ and immutable to all
eternity
in beauty surpassing all mortal thought,^
made known to us by His power, although the nature
of His real being passes knowledge.
That the wisest of the Greeks learnt to adopt these a religion
conceptions of God from principles with which Moses many, not
Greek
supplied
them,^ I am not now concerned to urge but (^l^f
^^
philosophy)
1
11
they have borne abundant witness to the excellence for the few.
of these doctrines, and to their consonance with the
nature and majesty of God. In fact, Pythagoras,
Anaxagoras, Plato, the Stoics who succeeded him,
and indeed nearly all the philosophers appear to have
;

*^

1

1

^

111

Not born

like the

;

•

Greek gods

(see §

240 below).

Or " essence."
(2nd cent.
Aristobulus
by
This theory, first propounded
B.C.), was adopted by Philo and later writers.
359
"

«

Or "form";

cf. § 190.
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held similar views concerning the nature of God.
These, however, addressed their philosophy to the
few, and did not venture to divulge their true beliefs
to the masses who had their own preconceived
opinions
whereas our lawgiver, by making practice
square with precept, not only convinced his own
contemporaries, but so firmly implanted this belief
concerning God in their descendants to all future
generations that it cannot be moved. The cause of
his success was that the very nature of his legislation
made it [always] far more useful than any other
for he did not make religion a department of virtue,
but the various virtues I mean, justice, temperance,
fortitude, and mutual harmony in all things between
the members of the community ^ departments of
religion. Religion governs all our actions and occupa-.
tions and speech
none of these things did our lawgiver leave unexamined or indeterminate.
All schemes of educatior> and moral training fall Moses
into two categories
instruction is imparted in the precepTand
one case by precept, in the other by practical exercis- practice.
ing of the character. All other legislators, differing
in their opinions, selected the particular method
which each preferred and neglected the other. Thus
tlie Lacedaemonians and Cretans employed practical,
not verbal, training
whereas the Athenians and
nearly all the rest of the Greeks made laws enjoining
M'hat actions might or might not be performed, but
neglected to familiarize the people with them by
putting them into practice.
(17) Our legislator, on the other hand, took great
;

;

—

—

;

;

;

"

that

The four cardinal

Harmony

virtues of the Platonic School, except
here replaces the usual Wisdom

{avfj.cpwi'ia)
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care to combine both systems.'* He did not leave
practical training in morals inarticulate ^
nor did
;

he permit the letter of the law to remain inoperative.
Starting from the very beginning with the food of
which we partake from infancy and the private life ^
of the home, he left nothing, however insignificant,

and caprice of the individual. What
should abstain from, and what he may
enjoy with what persons he should associate what
period should be devoted respectively to strenuous
labour and to rest for all this our leader made the
Law the standard and rule, that we might live under
it as under a father and master,'^ and be guilty of no
sin through wilfulness or ignorance.
For ignorance he left no pretext. He appointed au Jews
the Law to be the most excellent and necessary form j^^w.
of instruction, ordaining, not that it should be heard
once for all or twice or on several occasions, but that
every w^eek men should desert their other occupations
and assemble to listen to the Law and to obtain a
thorough and accurate knowledge of it,'' a practice
which all other legislators seem to have neglected.
(18) Indeed, most men, so far from living in
accordance with their own laws, hardly know what
they are. Only when they have done wrong do they
learn from others that they have transgressed the
law. Even those of them who hold the highest and
for
most important offices admit their ignorance
to the discretion

meats a

man

;

;

—

;

Cf. Gal. iii. 24 for the law as " tutor " (7rat5a7c<;76s).
Josephus follows the Rabbinical tradition (Talm. Jer.
Meg ilia, iv. 1), which ascribed to Moses the introduction of
the custom of public reading of the Law on Sabbaths and
festivals. Cf. A. xvi. 43 Philo, Be opif. mund. § 128 (Cohn)
and Dr. Biichler's art. in J.Q.B. v. 427 (1893). Deut. xxxi. 10
provides merely for a septennial reading.
^
*

;
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they employ professional legal experts as assessors
and leave them in charge of the administration of
But, should anyone of our nation be
affairs
questioned about the laws, he Vvould repeat them
all more readily than his own name.
The result,
then, of our thorough grounding in the laws from the
first dawn of intelligence is that we have them, as
it were, engraven on our souls.
A transgressor is a
evasion of punishment by excuses an imrarity
.'^

;

possibility.

above all we owe our admirable Harmony
Unity
harmony.
and identity of religious belief, froIn^"ufty
perfect uniformity in habits and customs, produce a of creed.
very beautiful concord in human character. Among
us alone will be heard no contradictory statements
about God, such as are common among other nations,
not only on the lips of ordinary individuals under the
impulse of some passing mood, but even boldly propounded by philosophers
some putting forward
crushing arguments against the very existence of
(19)

To

this cause

;

God,* others depriving Him of His providential care
mankind.^ Among us alone will be seen no
difference in the conduct of our lives.
With us all
act alike, all profess the same doctrine about God,
one which is in harmony with our Law and affirms
that all things are under His eye. Even our womenfolk and dependants would tell you that piety must
be the motive of all our occupations in life.
(20) This, in fact, is the origin of the reproach
brought against us by some critics ^ of our having
for

'^

were attached to the Athenian
provincial governors had legal advisers.
Sceptics such as Pyrrhon and his disciple Timon.
^ Cf. §§ 135, 148.
^.^'.^the Epicureans.
Assessors

archons
^
"

;

{wdpeSpoL)

Roman
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produced no inventors in crafts or literature. In the
eyes of the world at large there is something fine in
breaking away from all inherited customs
those
who have the temerity to defy them are credited
;

with the possession of consummate ability. To us,
on the other hand, the only wisdom, the only virtue,
consists in refraining absolutely from every action,
from every thought that is contrary to the laws
originally laid down. This may fairly be claimed as a
proof of their excellent draftsmanship
codes which
are not of this character are proved by experience

Our
expiahil our
alleged
inveiitive'^^^s-

;

need amendment.
(21) For us, with our conviction that the original
institution of the Law was in accordance with the will
of God, it would be rank impiety not to observe it.
What could one alter in it ? What more beautiful
one could have been discovered ? What improvement imported from elsewhere ? Would you change
the entire character of the constitution ? Could
there be a finer or more equitable polity than one
which sets God at the head of the universe, which
to

assigns the administration of its highest affairs to the
priests, and entrusts to the supreme
high-priest the direction of the other priests ? These
men, moreover, owed their original promotion by the
legislator to their high ofl^ce, not to any superiority
in wealth or other accidental advantages.
No of

whole body of

;

companions, the

men

whom

he entrusted
the ordering of divine worship as their first charge
were those who were pre-eminently gifted with persuasive eloquence and discretion. But this charge
further embraced a strict superintendence of the Law
and of the pursuits of everyday life for the appointed
all his

to

;

duties of the priests included general supervision, the

367
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constitution
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of cases of litigation, and the punishment of
persons."
(22) Could there be a more saintly government
than that ? Could God be more worthily honoured
than by such a scheme, under which religion is the
end and aim of the training of the entire community,
the priests are entrusted with the special charge of
it, and the whole administration of the state resembles some sacred ceremony ^ ? Practices which,
under the name of mysteries and rites of initiation,
other nations are unable to observe for but a few
days, we maintain with delight and unflinching
trial

condemned

determination

all

our

lives.

What, then, are the precepts and prohibitions of The first
Law ? They are simple and familiar. At their m"nt!^"The
head stands one of which God is the theme. The Jewish conuniverse is in God's hands
perfect and blessed, self- God.
sufficing and sufficing for all, He is the beginning,
the middle, and the end of all things.^ By His works
and bounties He is plainly seen, indeed more manifest
than ought else
but His form and magnitude
our

;

;

surpass our powers of description. No materials,
however costly, are fit to make an image of Him
no art has skill to conceive and represent it. The
like of Him we have never seen, we do not imagine,
and it is impious to conjecture.
behold His
;

We

'^

Or

"

rite

of initiation."

For " the beginning and the end " cf. Apoc. i. 8, xxi. 6.
For " the middle " Reinach quotes a rabbinical tradition
"

(Talm. Jer. Sanhed. 18a) that God is represented by the
word for " truth " (n:^^)^ because it consists of the first,
" middle " (incorrect), and last letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
but suspects that the three letters (Aleph, Mem, Taw) are
really a transcription of the initials of the Greek words
dpxVi

/J-€(TOP,

VOL.

I

reXos.

2 B
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the light, the heaven, the earth, the sun,
the waters, the reproductive creatures, the sprouting
crops.
These God created, not witli hands, not with
"
toil, not with assistants of whom He had no need
He willed it so, and forthwith they were made in all
their beauty.^
Him must we worship by the practice
of virtue
for that is the most saintly manner of
:

;

;

worshipping God.
(23) We have ^ but one temple for the one God
(for Hke ever loveth like),^ common to all as God is

common

to

The

all.

priests are continually

engaged

under the leadership of him who for
head of the line. With his colleagues he
sacrifice to God, safeguard the laws, adjudicate

in His worship,

the time
will

is

in cases of dispute, punish those convicted of crime.

Any who

disobey him will pay the penalty as for
impiety towards God Himself. Our sacrifices are
not occasions for drunken self-indulgence such
practices are abhorrent to God but for sobriety.-''
At these sacrifices prayers for the welfare of the
community must take precedence of those for ourselves
for we are born for fellowship, and he who

—

—

;

sets its claims

above

his private interests

is

specially

acceptable to God. We should beseech God not to
give us blessings, for He has given them spontane" The Greek has no verb here ;
the present and future
tenses in §§ 193-5 are noteworthy in a work written after
A.D. 70, which brought the temple cult to an end.
Sirach
Cf. Aristot. Eth.ix. 3. 3 (" like is dear to like ")
xiii. 15 (19).
" Cf. § 187.
^ So Eusebius. Cod. L, which throughout this portion has
interpolations, reads " and would be an excuse for insolence
and extravagance but sober, orderly, noble (perhaps read
simple '), in order that we may show special sobriety when
sacrificing."
'^

;

—

'
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ously and put them at the disposal of all, but for
capacity to receive, and, having received, to keep
them. In view of the sacrifices the Law has prescribed purifications for various occasions
after a
funeral, after cliild-birth, after conjugal union, and
:

many

others."

What are our marriage laws ? The Law Laws
recognizes no sexual connexions, except the natural mardage^°
union of man and wife, and that only for the procreation of cliildren.^ Sodomy it abhors, and punishes
any guilty of such assault with death.*' It commands
us, in taking a wife, not to be influenced by dowry,
not to carry off a woman by force, nor yet to win her
by guile and deceit, but to sue from him who is
authorized to give her away the hand of one who is
not ineligible on account of nearness of kin.^ The
woman, says the Law, is in all things inferior to the
man.^ Let her accordingly be submissive, not for
her humiliation, but that she may be directed
for
the authority has been given by God to the man.
The husband must have union with his wife alone
it is impious to assault the wife of another.
For any
guilty of this crime the penalty of death is inexorable,
whether he violates a virgin betrothed to another or
seduces a married woman.-'' The Law orders all the
offspring to be brought up, and forbids women either
(2i)

;

;

our doctrine, and the Law is to the same effect, conGod and His worship."
* Restriction not specified in the Pentateuch, but implied
by the Talmud (passages cited by Reinach). Cf. the practice
of one order of Essenes, B. ii. 161.
« Lev. XX. 13
xviii. 22 with 29.
^ For the forbidden marriages of near of kin Lev. xviii.
6 ff. ; the other injunctions in this sentence rest on tradition.

Such

is

cerning

;

^

Gen.

f

Lev. XX. 10

iii.

16.
;

Deut.

xxii. 22-27.
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make away with the foetus ;
convicted of this is regarded as an infanticide, because she destroys a soul and diminishes
the race." For the same reason none who has intercourse with a w^oman who is Avith child can be considered pure. Even after the legitimate relations
of husband and wife ablutions are required.^ For
the Law regards this act as involving a partition of
the soul [part of it going] into another place ^
for
to cause abortion or to

a

woman

;

both when being implanted in bodies,'^ and
again when severed from them by death.
That is
why the Law has enjoined purifications in all such

it suffers

cases.
(25) Again the Law does not allow the birth of our Education
children to be made occasions for festivity and an °^ dnWien.
excuse for drinking to excess." It enjoins sobriety
It orders
in their upbringing from the very first.
that they shall be taught to read, and shall learn both
the laws and the deeds of their forefathers,^ in order
that they may imitate the latter, and, being grounded
in the former, may neither transgress nor have any
excuse for being ignorant of them.
(26) The pious rites which it provides for the dead Funeral
ceremonies.
do not consist of costly obsequies or the erection of
conspicuous monuments.^ The funeral ceremony is
to be undertaken by the nearest relatives, and all
who pass while a burial is proceeding must join the
procession and share the mourning of the family.^
I am indebted for this explanation of an
obscure passage to Dr. T. E. Page.
^ An Essene (and Platonic) view
cf. B. ii. 154 f.
* The Talmud, however, recognizes family feasts at birth
Deut. vi. 7, xi. 19.
and circumcision (Pteinach).
9 Talmudic regulations, not in the Law.
For sharing in

from the father."

;

•''

mourning

cf. Sir. vii.

34.

'
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After the funeral the house and its inmates must be
[in order that anyone guilty of murder may
be very far from tliinking liimself pure].
(27) Honour to parents the Law ranks second only Honour of
to honour to God,^ and if a son does not respond to ^fj^^"^*^ ^"*^
the benefits received from them for the slightest regulations.
failure in his duty towards them
it hands him over
to be stoned.^
It requires respect to be paid by the
young to all their elders/ because God is the most
Ancient of all.^ It allows us to conceal nothing from
our friends, for there is no friendship without absolute
confidence ^ in the event of subsequent estrangement, it forbids the disclosure of secrets. A judge
who accepts bribes suffers capital punishment.^ He
who refuses to a suppliant the aid which he has power
to give is accountable to justice.'^
None may appropriate goods which he did not place on deposit,^ lay
hands on any of his neighbour's property,^ or receive
interest
These and many similar regulations are
the ties which bind us together.
(28) The consideration given by our legislator to Attitude to
^^^^"^•
the equitable treatment of aliens also merits attention.
It will be seen that he took the best of all
possible measures at once to secure our own customs
purified

"'

—
—

;

.'^^

from corruption, and to throw them open ungrudgingly to any who elect to share them. To all who
desire to come and live under the same laws with us,
he gives a gracious welcome, holding that it is not
^

Ex.

ment
*
<
»

xxiii. 8

;

Dent. xvi. 19, xxvii. 25

nowhere mentioned.
Deut. XV. 7 ff. (as a moral precept

;

but capital punish-

is

only).

Cf. Lev. vi. 2.
Ex. XX. 15, etc.

* 76. xxii.

from a

25

;

Lev. xxv. 36

f.

;

Deut.

xxiii.

20 (except

foreigner).
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family ties alone wliich constitute relationship, but
agreement in the principles of conduct.'* On the
other hand, it was not his pleasure that casual
visitors should be admitted to the intimacies of our
daily

life.^

The duty

of sharing with others was inculcated iinmanity
must furnish ° ^^ ^'^'
fire, water, food to all wlio ask for them, point out
the road,^ not leave a corpse unburied,'^ show consideration even to declared enemies.
He does not
allow us to burn up their country ^ or to cut down
their fruit treesjj'' and forbids even the spoiling of
fallen combatants ^
he has taken measures to
prevent outrage to prisoners of war, especially
women. ^ So thorough a lesson has he given us in
gentleness and humanity that he does not overlook
even the brute beasts, authorizing their use only in
accordance with the Law, and forbidding all other
employment of them.'' Creatures which take refuge
in our houses like suppliants we are forbidden to
kill.^
He would not suffer us to take the parent
birds with their young ,^ and bade us even in an
enemy's country to spare and not to kill the beasts
employed in labour.^ Thus, in every particular, he
had an eye to mercy, using the laws I have mentioned
to enforce the lesson, and drawing up for transgressors other penal laws admitting of no excuse.
(30) The penalty for most offences against the Law Penalties.
for adultery,^ for violating an unmarried
is death
(29)

by our

We

legislator in other matters.

;

j

'

I

:

mentioned

in Juvenal, Sat. xiv. 103 f.("

non monstrare uias,"

etc.).
<^

«

»
*

Of. Deut. xxi. 23
in the Law.
lb. xxi. 10 ff.

;

Tobit

i.

Not

Ib. xxii. 6.

17

ff.

Deut. xx. 19.

^

^

i.e.

on the Sabbath,
'

ib. v. 14.

Lev. xx. 10.
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woman,^ for outrage upon a male,^ for consent of
one so tempted to such abuse. The Law is no less
inexorable for slaves. Even fraud in such matters
as weights or measures, or injustice and deceit in
trade, or purloining another man's property, or
laying hands on what one did not deposit all such
crimes have punishments attached to them which
are not on the same scale as ^vith other nations, but
more severe. For example, the mere intention of
doing wrong to one's parents or of impiety against
God is followed by instant death.'^
For those, on the other hand, who live in accord- The
ance ^vith our laws the prize is not silver or gold, no J'jf^
crown of wild olive ^ or of parsley f with any such
public mark of distinction.^ No
each individual,
relying on the witness of his own conscience and the
lawgiver's prophecy, confirmed by the sure testimony
of God, is firmly persuaded that to those who observe
the laws and, if they must ne'eds die for them,
willingly meet death, God has granted a renewed
existence and in the revolution of the ages the gift
of a better life.^ I should have hesitated to wi-ite
thus, had not the facts made all men aware that many
of our countrymen have on many occasions ere now
preferred to brave all manner of suffering rather than
to utter a single word against the Law.*

—

'^

;

(31)
f
^

Now suppose that our nation had not happened

in the Isthmian and Nemean games.
Greek " public proclamation."

As

^ Here, as in his speech at Jotapata [B. iii. 374), Josephus
gives expression to the belief, which he held as a Pharisee,
in a future life ; in the latter passage he uses the full phrase
For
e'/c irepLTpoirrjs alibucoi', which explains f/c TrepcTpoTrrjs here.
the Pharisaic belief c/. A. xviii. 14.
<
Of. Ap. i. 43, ii. 233 ; B. ii. 152 f. (of Essene martyrs).
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body with

their

arms to the

ever heard of a case of our people, Our

in such large

numbers, but merely two

or three, proving traitors to their laws or afraid of
I do not refer to that easiest of deaths, on
?

death

the battlefield, but death accompanied by physical
torture, which is thought to be the hardest of all.
To such a death we are, in my belief, exposed by
some of our conquerors, not from hatred of those at
their mercy, but from a curiosity to witness the
astonishing spectacle of men who believe that the
only evil which can befall them is to be compelled
to do any act or utter any word contrary to their
There should be nothing astonishing in our
laws.
facing death on behalf of our laws with a courage
which no other nation can equal. For even those
practices of ours which seem the easiest others find
difficult to tolerate
I mean personal service, simple
diet, discipline which leaves no room for freak or
individual caprice in matters of meat and drink, or in
the sexual relations, or in extravagance, or again the
abstention from work at rigidly fixed periods.^ No ;
the men who march out to meet the sword and charge
and rout the enemy could not face regulations about
everyday life. On the other hand, our willing
obedience to the law in these matters results in the
heroism which we display in the face of death.
:

(33) For all that, the Lysimachuses and Molons
and other writers of that class, reprobate sophists
"

e.g. at
^

^

Hudson

:

Sphacteria (Thuc.
i.e. the Sabbaths.
viroTedv/jLrjKws ed.

iv. 38).

pr. {-kcv L).
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and deceivers of youth, rail at us as the very vilest of Criticism of
mankind. Gladly would I have avoided an in- o^^thf '^"^"
vestigation of the institutions of other nations
for
our traditional custom to observe our own laws
and to refrain from criticism of those of aliens. Our
legislator has expressly forbidden us to deride or
blaspheme the gods recognized by others, out of
respect for the very word " God." " But since our
accusers expect to confute us by a comparison of the
rival religions, it is impossible to remain silent.
I
;

it is

Greeks.
~

speak with the more assurance because the statement
which I am about to make is no invention of my own
for the occasion, but has been made by many writers
of the highest reputation.
Who, in fact, is there among the admired sages
of Greece who has not censured their most famous
poets and their most trusted legislators for sowing in
the minds of the masses the first seeds of such notions
about the gods ? They represent them to be as
numerous as they choose, born of one another and
engendered in all manner of ways. They assign

them

and habits, like animal
under ground,^ others in the sea,^
the oldest of all being chained in Tartarus.^ Those
to whom they have allotted heaven have set over
them one who is nominally Father, but in reality a
tyrant and despot
with the result that his wife and
brother and the daughter, whom he begot from his
different

species,

some

localities

living

;

Ex. xxii. 28 ("Thou shalt not revile God "), as interpreted
by the LXX {Oeovs ov KaKo\oyrjcreis), by Josephus again in A. iv.
207, and by Philo (with the same idea of hallowing the Name),
<^

^

ii. (26) 205
De spec.
Hades, Persephone, etc.

"

Poseidon, Amphitrite, Proteus.

<*

The

Vita Mos.

;

leg.

i.

(7)

53 Cohn.

Titans.
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own head," conspire against him, to arrest and imprison him, just as he himself had treated his own
father.
(34) Justly do these tales merit the severe censure
which they receive from their intellectual leaders.
Moreover, they ridicule the belief that some gods
are beardless striplings, others old and bearded ^
that some are appointed to trades, this one being a
smith,^ that goddess a weaver,*^ a third a warrior
who fights along with men,^ others lute-players or
devoted to archery ^ and again that they are
divided into factions and quarrel about men, in so
much that they not only come to blows with each
other, but actually lament over and suffer from
wounds inflicted by mortals
But and here outrageousness reaches its climax is it not monstrous to
attribute those licentious unions and amours to wellnigh all the deities of both sexes ? Furthermore, the
noblest and chief of them all, the Father himself,
after seducing women ^ and rendering them pregnant,
leaves them to be imprisoned or drowned in the sea
and is so completely at the mercy of Destiny that he
cannot either rescue his own offspring or restrain his
tears at their death.
Fine doings are these, and
;

''

;

—

.'^

—

;

others that follow, such as adultery in heaven, with
the gods as such shameless onlookers that some of
them confessed that they envied the united pair.^
And well they might, when even the eldest of them,
*

" lovem semper barbatum, Apollinem semper imber-

bem,"

Cic.

De

nat. deor.

i.

30 (83).
Athene,

"

Hephaestus.

^

x\res.

^

Iliad v. 335 ff., 375 if.
Danae, To, Leto, Semele.
Cf. Hom. Od.v. 118 flf.

'

'

^
^

Apollo.

Hom.
^

Iliad, xiv. 178 f.
Apollo and Artemis.

Hom.

e.g.
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the king, could not restrain his passion for his consort
long enough to permit of withdrawal to his chamber."
Then there are the gods in bondage to men, hired
now as builders,^ now as shepherds ^ and others
chained, like criminals, in a prison of brass. ^ What
man in his senses would not be stirred to reprimand
the inventors of such fables and to condemn the
consummate folly of those who believed them ?
They have even deified Terror and Fear,^ nay,
Frenzy and Deceit (which of the worst passions have
they not transfigured into the nature and form of a
;

god

?),

and have induced

cities to offer sacrifices to

the more respectable ^ members of this pantheon.
Thus they have been absolutely compelled to regard
some of the gods as givers of blessings and to call
others " (gods) to be averted." ^ They then rid
themselves of the latter, as they would of the worst
scoundrels of humanity, by means of favours and
presents, expecting to be visited by some serious
mischief if they fail to pay them their price.
{ob^ Now, what is the cause of such irregular and
erroneous conceptions of the deity ? For my part, I
trace it to the ignorance of the true nature of God
with w^hich their legislators entered on their task, and
to their failure to formulate even such correct know^ledge of it as they were able to attain and to make
the rest of their constitution conform to it. Instead,
as if this were the most trifling of details, they allowed
448

«

Apollo,

^

Tlie Titans.

ih.

f.

"

Deimos and Phobos, attendants of Ares, Iliad

f

Or

»

Greek

xv. 119.

" auspicious."
dTrorpoTraiovs, i.e. avertentes,

" averters of evil."

Josephus, as is clear from the context, gives it a passive
meaning, " whose evil influence is to be averted."

Cause of
moral Vdeas
neglect of

by^the^
legislators
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the poets to introduce what gods they chose, subject and licence
to all the passions, and the orators to pass decrees pQ^*^" ^"^j
for entering the name of any suitable foreign god on artists.
the burgess-roll. Painters also and sculptors were
given great licence in this matter by the Greeks, each
designing a figure of his own imagination, one moulding it of clay, another using paints. The artists who
are the most admired of all use ivory and gold as the
material for the novelties which they are constantly
producing.'*
And now the gods who once flourished
with honours are grown old,'* that is the kinder way
of putting it
and others, newly introduced, are the
worship."
objects of
Some temples are left to desolation, others are but now being erected, according
whereas they ought, on the
to individual caprice
contrary, to have preserved immutably their belief
in God and the honour which they rendered to Him.
{36) Apollonius Molon was but one of the crazy Analogies
The genuine exponents of Greek philosophy bt^tvveen
fools.
were well aware of all that I have said, nor were Plato and
they ignorant of the worthless ^ shifts to which the the^Jews
;

;

allegorists

have resort.

That was why they rightly

them and agreed with

us in forming a true
God. From this standpoint Plato declares that no poet ought to be admitted

despised

and

befitting conception of

The

MS. at these points adds the following glosses
are completely desolate ; the most celebrated
are being renovated, with all manner of purifications " ;
" and those who flourished after them have been relegated
to a secondary position " ; "so that, as (?) we said before
in a digression, the sites are left desolate."
" Greek " frigid."
•*

"

:

Some temples

^

^

tQv dud.

+

Toivvu

L avTuiv Lat.
L (om. ed. pr.).
:
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some one accused her of initiating people into the
mysteries of foreign gods
this was forbidden by
their law, and the penalty decreed for any who
introduced a foreign god was death. Those who had
such a law evidently did not believe that the gods of
else they would not have
other nations M^ere gods
denied themselves the advantage of increasing the
number of their own.
So much may be said to the credit of the Athenians, and even by
But even Scythians, who delight in murdering people and
and are little better than wild beasts, nevertheless Persians.
think it their duty to uphold their national customs
and Anacharsis," whose wisdom won the admiration
of the Greeks, was on his return put to death by his
compatriots, because he appeared to have come back
infected with Greek habits. In Persia, also, numerous instances will be found of persons being executed
Apollonius, however, had an
for the same reason.
aifection for the laws of the Persians and a high
opinion of the people evidently because Greece had
a taste of their courage and the benefit of their agreeThe latter
ment with herself in religious beliefs
she experienced when she saw her temples burnt to
the ground, their courage in her bare escape from
subj ection to their yoke Apollonius actually imitated
all the Persian practices, outraging his neighbours'
wives and castrating their children.^
With us such maltreatment even of a brute beast Our loyalty
is made a capital crime."
And from these laws of ^° ^""^ ^^^^'^*
ours nothing has had power to deflect us, neither fear
of our masters, nor envy of the institutions esteemed
by other nations. We have trained our courage, not
;

;

;

;

!

.

"

An

exaggeration of the law in Lev.

xxiii. 1);

VOL.

I

cf.

A.

iv.

290

xxii.

24 (Deut.

f.

2d
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with a view to waging war for self-aggrandizement,
but in order to preserve our laws. To defeat in any
other form we patiently submit, but when pressure
is put upon us to alter our statutes, then we deliberately fight, even against tremendous odds, and hold
out under reverses to the last extremity. And why
should we envy other nations their laws when we
see that even their authors do not observe them ?
The Lacedaemonians were, of course, bound in the

end to condemn their unsociable constitution and
contempt for marriage, and the people of
Ehs and Thebes the unnatural vice so rampant
among them. At any rate, if they have not in fact
altogether abandoned them, they no longer openly
avow practices which once they considered very
excellent and expedient. But they go further than
this, and repudiate their laws on the subject of these
unions laws which at one time carried such weight
with the Greeks that they actually attributed to the
gods the practice of sodomy and, on the same
principle, the marriage of brother and sister, thus
inventing an excuse for the monstrous and unnatural
pleasures in which they themselves indulged.
(38) In the present work I pass over the various
1.
1111
1
J'
r
penalties, and all the modes or compounding tor
them which the majority of legislators provided in
their

—

r-

—

accepting fines
their codes at the outset for offenders
that
of immorality
marriage
in
of
adultery,
in case

—and,

in matters of impiety, all the subterfuges

denying the facts, if anyone
took the trouble to open an inquiry. Nowadays,
indeed, violation of the laws has -svith most nations
become a fine art. Not so with us. Robbed though

which they

left

open

for

403

^^Jl^'"

nations
evade and
J'^g-^^®

laws.
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cities, of all good things, our Law
" and there is not a Jew
immortal
at least remains
so distant from his country, so much in awe of a cruel
despot, but has more fear of the Law than of him.
If, then, our attachment to our laws is due to their
excellence, let it be granted that they are excellent.
If, on the contrary, it be thought that the laws to
which we are so loyal are bad, what punishment
could be too great for persons who transgress those

we be

of wealth, of

;

W'hich are better ?
Now, since Time

is reckoned in all cases the surest Our laws
would call Time to witness to the lhJtest°of
excellence of our lawgiver and of the revelation time and
^
concerning God which he has transmitted to us. An imXted.*^
infinity of time has passed since Moses, if one compares the age in which he lived with those of other
yet it will be found (39) that throughout
legislators
the whole of that period not merely have our laws
stood the test of our own use, but they have to an

test of worth,^ I

;

ever increasing extent excited the emulation of the
W'Orld at large.

were the Greek philosophers,
observing the laws of their
ostensibly
W'ho, though
in
their
conduct and philosophy
own countries, yet
holding
similar views about
were Moses' disciples,''
God, and advocating the simple life and friendly
communion between man and man. But that is not
all.
The masses have long since shown a keen desire
to adopt our religious observances ; and there is not

Our

earliest imitators

" the law that
"
Cf. in a contemporary work Bar. iv. 1
endureth for ever."
"
Gf. Soph. Ajax 646 if. "All things the long and
countless years of Time first draw from darkness, then bury
from light," etc. (a play of which there are other reminis:

cences in Josephus).

"

Cf. §§ 168, 257.
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one city, Greek or barbarian, nor a single nation, to
which our custom of abstaining from work on the
seventh day " has not spread, and where the fasts
and the hghting of lamps ^ and many of our prohibitions in the matter of food are not observed. Moreover, they attempt to imitate our unanimity, our
liberal charities, our devoted labour in the crafts, our
endurance under persecution on behalf of our laws.
of all is that our Law holds out
no seductive bait of sensual pleasure,*' but has
exercised this influence through its own inherent
and, as God permeates the universe, so the
merits
Law has found its way among all mankind. Let
each man reflect for himself on his own country and
his own household, and he will not disbeheve what I
say.
It follows, then, that our accusers must either
condemn the whole world for deliberate malice in
being so eager to adopt the bad laws of a foreign
country in preference to the good laws of their own,
or else give up their grudge against us.
In honouring
our own legislator and putting our trust in his prophetical utterances concerning God, we do not make
any arrogant claim justifying such odium. Indeed,
were we not ourselves aware of the excellence of our
laws, assuredly we should have been impelled to
pride ourselves upon them by the multitude of their

The greatest miracle

;

admirers.
(40) I

have given an exact account of our laws and
my previous work on our Antiquities.

constitution in
"

Aristobulus finds traces of the Sabbath even in
(Eus. P.E. xiii. 12).

and Hesiod
"

«

Of.
Cf.

Homer

!

§

118.

§

217.
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Here I have alluded to them only so far as was
necessary for my purpose, which was neither to find
fault with the institutions of other nations nor to
extol our own, but to prove that the authors who
have maligned us have made a barefaced attack on
truth itself. I have, I think, in the present work
adequately fulfilled the promise made at the outset."
I have shown that our race goes back to a remote
antiquity, whereas our accusers assert that it is quite
modern. I have produced numerous ancient witnesses, who mention us in their works, whereas they
confidently affirm that there is none. They further
maintained that our ancestors were Egyptians
it
has been shown that they migrated to Egypt from
elsewhere. They falsely asserted that the Jews
were expelled from that country as physical wrecks ^
it has been made clear that they returned to their
native land of deliberate choice, and thanks to their
exceptional physical strength. They reviled our
;

;

legislator as

an insignificant personage

;

his sterling

merits have found a witness of old in God, and, after

God,

in

(41)

Time.

Upon the laws it was unnecessary to expatiate.

Encomium

A glance at them showed that they teach not impiety, Jewish iaw=
that they invite men
but the most genuine piety
not to hate their fellows, but to share their possesthat they are the foes of injustice and
sions
scrupulous for justice, banish sloth and extravagance,
and teach men to be self-dependent and to work
that they deter them from war for the
with a will
sake of conquest, but render them valiant defenders
inexorable in punishment,
of the laws themselves
;

;

;

;

^

Or

« Ap. i. 2 if.
" for bodily impurity."
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not to be duped by studied words ,^ always supported
by actions. For actions are our invariable testimonials, plainer than any documents. I would
therefore boldly maintain that we have introduced
to the rest of the world a very large number of very
beautiful ideas.
What greater beauty than inviolable
piety ? What higher justice than obedience to the
laws ? What more beneficial than to be in harmony
with one another, to be a prey neither to disunion in
adversity, nor to arrogance and faction in prosperity
in war to despise death, in peace to devote oneself to
crafts or agriculture
and to be convinced that
everything in the whole universe is under the eye
and direction of God ? Had these precepts been
either committed to writing or more consistently
observed by others before us, we should have owed
them a debt of gratitude as their disciples. If, however, it is seen that no one observes them better
than ourselves, and if we have shown that we were
the first to discover them, then the Apions and
Molons and all who delight in lies and abuse may be
;

;

own confusion.
To you, Epaphroditus, who

|

|

\

left to their

truth,

and

for

your sake

^

are a devoted lover of
any who, like you, may
about our race, I beg to
to

wish to know the facts
dedicate this and the preceding book.
"

Or "

^

Slcl

unsophisticated in oratorical display."
"for your sake," but half sugg-esting " through
your kind offices" (5ta crov) in helping to advertise the work.
ae,
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Dedication.

